Welcome and Introduction
5 pm

Renée Alexander Craft
Faculty Director of Research, SLATE
Professor, Department of Communication and Curriculum in Global Studies

Kevin Guskiewicz
Chancellor and Kenan Distinguished Professor of Exercise and Sport Science
Co-director, Matthew Gfeller Sport-Related Traumatic Brain Injury Research Center
(Recorded Greeting)

Karla Slocum
College of Arts and Sciences Associate Dean for Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in Public Policy
Professor, Anthropology, and founder of SLATE
5:10 - 5:40 pm | Panel 1

“Apples and Oranges: The Thick Skin Around Black Personality in the Case of Sam Wilson”
Imani Russell, Sociology

Faculty Research Fellow/Mentor:
Lisa Calvente, Associate Professor, Department of Communication

5:40 - 6:10 pm | Panel 2

“Educational Gaps and Goals: How Bias Shows Up in Medical Textbooks and The Potential of Anti-Racism Education To Promote Greater Representation”
Jessica Uba, Public Health: Health Policy and Management
Raymond Adjah, Psychology

Faculty Research Fellow/ Mentor:
Sarajanee Davis, Teaching Assistant Professor, Public Policy

6:10 - 6:20 pm | Break

6:20 - 7:00 pm | Panel 3

“Coming Out Experiences In Black Trans and/or Non-Binary Individuals”
Tiosa Iyamu, Psychology

"The Salton Sea and The Border: Rising Asthma Cases Among Children and the Problem of Heath and Education Disparity"
Belamy Counou, Human Development & Family Studies

Faculty Research Fellow/ Mentor:
China Medal, Assistant Professor, Communication

7:05 PM - Closing Remarks + Reception
Welcome and Introduction
5 PM

Anna S. Agbe-Davies
Faculty Director of Teaching, SLATE
Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology

Joseph Jordan
Vice Provost for Academic and Community Engagement
Director of The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Research in Black Cultures and Histories
5:10 - 5:40 pm | Panel 1

"Student Opinions on The Creation of An Asian American Studies Program"
Eesha Desai, Sociology

"Race, Class, Culture, Privilege, and Choosing a College Major: Is it Really a Choice?"
Halley Zhang, Sociology and Communication

Faculty Research Fellow/ Mentor:
Kathleen J. Fitzgerald, Teaching Associate Professor, Sociology

5:50 - 6:15 pm | Panel 2

"Who is Joan Little?"
Khamiah Alderman, Public Policy

Faculty Research Fellow/ Mentor:
Genna Rae McNeal, UNC Professor Emeritus, History

6:15 - 6:25 pm | Break

6:25 - 7:05 pm | Panel 3

"Understanding Gender, Disparities in Faculty Salaries Based Upon Race and Gender at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill"
Edie Moyers, Communication and Media and Journalism

"Intertwined and Irreconcilable: Analogies of Suffering within the Modern Matrix of Oppression"
Lily Roth, Sociology and Geography

Faculty Research Fellow/ Mentor:
Deb Aikat, Associate Professor, Hussman School of Media & Journalism

7:05 - 7:30 pm | Panel 4

"Haint Blues & Boo Hags: Black Coast, White Mountain"
Sophie Hass, American Studies: Southern Studies Concentration and English & Comparative Literature

Faculty Research Fellow/ Mentor:
Renée Alexander Craft, Professor, Department of Communication

7:30 PM - Closing Remarks + Reception